
 

 
SLALOM-CLASSIC PARAMOTOR COURSE 

 
Slalom-Classic Paramotor Course with Ramón Morillas 

 
 
Ramon Morillas, paramotor competition pilot since 1997, has got one of the best track records in the 
history of flying. He was a pioneer of teaching, he has developed training techniques to improve 
piloting skills in both competition disciplines: Slalom or classic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
He has added his know-how in competition and challenges to his vast experience in teaching which 
from the begining of flying to this day he has been sharing and evolving. 
 
 
Summary of the course: 
 
Regardless of your flying skills, the course with Ramon Morillas offers a progression system that adapts 
to each student. You will get to enjoy these disciplines either if you compete or you are just looking 
for new thrills.  
 
The ideal course is minimum 4 days long, although we can also adapt to the needs of groups or 
national teams. 
 
We have a permanent circuit of slalom with pylons on water in the CAT facilities at Bornos Lake, 
where you can improve your competition techniques, of course when you fly over the water, the 
pilots’ safety and ease is absolute. 
 
We have rescue boats in case anyone falls into the water. After 4 years training over the water we can 
assert that this is the only way to enjoy this discipline without trouble, also in les than 20 minutes 
after falling into the water we have all the equipment ready to fly again.  
In Salalom practice we must use and mix diferent inputs like: trimmer/peka, brake/tips, high speed 
brakes, throttle, weight shifting, etc., the student will gradually master those tricks. 
 
Weather in Andalusia is benign all year round with different places ideal for practise. At Granada we 
have several official flying sites of Draco School of which Ramon Morillas is a founder. We will be able 
to carry out classic competition practices such as navigations or ground skills in order to prepare your 
future competitions. 
 
There exists the possibility of having an intensive paragliding or paramotoring course at all levels from 
beginners to the competition ones mentioned above, also progression courses, safety or active 
piloting. Ramon Morillas has worked in training the national team’s pilots of Spain, Qatar, Brasil or 
Kuwait amongst others, and also private pilots from different nationalities. 
 
If you wish to learn do not hesitate to contact us and we will adapt to your needs. 
 
 

 

 


